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PATIENTS DISCHARGED with LABS STILL PENDING
MANAGING LAB & DI RESULTS USING SCM
Summary of the process for ACH Hospitalist Pediatricians
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Annotating will provide a record that 
the result has been viewed and/or 
information for other care providers.
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Annotations are necessary in order to filter 
lab results later on. Annotate on every lab 
order separately.
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Perform this step at 
least once at the 
end of your 1 or 2 
weeks as lab 
checker if a result is 
still pending.
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ADDING a PATIENT to YOUR PERSONAL LIST at DISCHARGE

MANAGING PENDING RESULTS on your PERSONAL LIST

ADDING a PATIENT to the TEAM LAB FOLLOW-UP LIST

MANAGING RESULTS on the TEAM LAB FOLLOW-UP LIST

Check for paper 
results at this 
time as well.* 
Match paper 
results to SCM 
orders if 
possible.

If there is a lab/DI result you 
think the community provider 
should know about, use the 
“Lab FU Folders” to have admin 
staff fax a report or note.

This is done by 
adding an end 
date and time to 
the “Hospital 
Peds Follow Up” 
care provider.

Ensure the date range 
is at least 6 months 
and that the filters 
“Include Pending” and 
“Annotated Only” are 
selected.

This is done by adding a care 
provider:

· Type: Attending Group
· Role: Consulting
· Name: Hospital Peds 

Followup Results

If going off-service and some 
labs are still pending and 
you are unable to follow 
these results yourself, add 
patient to the Team Lab 
Follow-Up List.

No

Labs and DI reports pending at the 
time of discharge are the 
responsibility of the discharging 
physician. All labs and DI pending 
at discharge or that are going to be 
done post-discharge should have a 
clear plan for the result to be 
reviewed and actioned. The 
process and tools described here 
can aid the discharging physician 
follow up lab and DI either by 
themselves or through the Section 
lab follow-up process.

* Paper labs for patients not placed on the Team Lab Follow-Up List are the discharging physician’s responsibility. If result is non-urgent, they can be placed in their mailbox. 
If a result requires more urgent response, please action accordingly and also contact the responsible physician as they may be awaiting the result and have a planned 
response. You can also check in SCM in case your colleague left an annotation about this pending result.

See discharge summary section 
"Labs and DI not yet Resulted" 
and remember to refresh.
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